Abstract-With the development of information technology in distributed network, such as cloud computing and grid computing. They need mutual coordination resources among the various areas to meet the requirement in infinite speed and infinite space of information technology for people. To ensure secure access resources among areas, the paper proposes a cross-domain authentication allianceagreement. This agreement constructs a large prime group over elliptic curve, and uses direct product decomposition of the large prime group to construct multiple automorphism groups. Each automorphism group is made as a different key parameter in different domains to overcome the defect of key parameters consistency in the alliance-domain of the existing programs, and all the members must register with blinded keys in their domains to avoid the authority faking the members to cross-domain access resources of the existing programs, and uses the bilinear automorphism group for inter-domain signcrypt to achieve the crossdomain alliance certification, to overcome the complexity of certificate transmission and bottlenecks in the scheme of PKI-based. Analyses show that this scheme has anonymity, security and supporting mutual anonymous authentication.
I. INTRODUCTION Along with the rapid development of information technology, the information service requirement of people is continual growing. There has developed some huge distributed networks recent years, such as grid computing, cloud computing, etc, which unite a lot of computers to intensify mutual cooperation for meeting the information requirement of infinite speed and space of people. The features of these networks is that lots of computers within the network work together and access each other's resource in differences domains to obtain sufficient resource to provide sufficient services. Within this background, it relates to the security issue of resource access among different domains. Each domain would configure its local authentic service mechanism to provide authentic services and therefore, every organization has established relatively independent trust domain, users within a domain trust the local authentic center, authentic center of each domain provides convenient authentic services for local users. Single domain does not satisfy large amount of service requirements, so it is necessary to request multi-domain resources. Therefore, the request of shared resources comes not only from members within the domain, but also from members outside the domain. Here exist the problems of cross-domain authentication when users of other domains access resources of this trust domain.
Applications of cross-domain authentication, such as the authentication among multiple heterogeneous domains within a virtual organization under the grid environment [1] , the roaming access authentication under the environment of wireless network, etc. there are mainly two cross-domain authentication frameworks under specific environments: one is authentication framework (such as Kerberos) [2] based on the symmetric key system. This scheme relates to the complexity of symmetric key management and key consultations, and cannot deal with the anonymous problem effectively. The other is authentication framework based on traditional PKI [3] [4] [5] , the procedures of credentials under public key cryptography is a heavy burden, specifically, the consumptions is caused by the construction of credential paths and the query of the status of credentials and transfer of credentials .It can also cause the network bottleneck of authentication center when under frequent cross-domain accesses. References [6] [7] [8] purposed an identity-based multi-domain authentication model, which is based on the trust of the authority of the other side, and it requires the key agreement parameters of all domains to be same, this have limitations and could not avoid the authority faking the members to cross-domain access resources. Reference [9] [10] adopt signcryption to implement the authentication when users access resource each other within the same domain, it is confined to a single domain, and reference [11] extends it to enable the members from the difference domains to authenticate each other, but the precondition of this solution is the hypothesis that PKG of every domain is honest. PKG possesses the private keys of all the members within its domain, and if PKG is malicious, the truth identity of user and the confidential of private key could not be guaranteed.
Cross-domain authentication union protocol should achieve security authentication among domains and also ensure the anonymity of each side Correspondent. Given a cross-domain authentication protocol, the verifier can not figure out the identity of the prover, this is called anonymity of cross-domain authentication. Manager of each domain can track the identity of the prover within the domain, and this is called the traceable problem. Along with the research of cross-domain authentication, more and more features required of the cross-domain authentication mechanism. Cross-domain authentication protocol purposed in this article can achieve the features as follows:
Correctness: a legal member within a domain can definitely pass the authentication among domains through authentication algorithm of the cross-domain authentication alliance protocol.
unforgeability: it is computationally infeasible that a member fake others to generate an algorithm that can be passed the authentication by the cross-domain alliance authentication, even if the member is a manager of a domain.
Anonymity: except for the manager of the domain, it will be computationally infeasible for anyone to determine the identity of the prover.
Traceability: for anonymous authentication, the manager of the domain can determine the identity of the prover.
Anti-attack:cross-domain authentication alliance protocol should adopt strict logical authentication process, which can defenses various attacks. [12] Let G be a group, AutG represents self-isomorphic group of G , ( ) 
II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Self-isomorphic Group of Finite Group
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C. M ulti-linearMapping
Multi-linear Diffie-Hellman hypothesis:paper [14] give the definition of l -multi-linear mapping, let 
Definition 3:
Determinable multi-linear DiffieHellman hypothesis is that it is hard to solve determinable multi-linear Diffie-Hellman problem. This means that there does not a probabilistic polynomial time algorithm to solve Diffie-Hellman problem.
III. CROSS-DOMAIN AUTHENTICATION MODEL
In order to ensure resource network to provide infinite information resource, space resource and computation speed, it is necessary that resources distributed in every domain of the network to coordinate and cooperate. Crossdomain authentication is a kind of inter-domain authentications that ensure the security of communication and resource sharing among domains, resource network model is shown in Fig1. In this model, system is composed of multiple domains, and each domain is independent and autonomous. Each domain is composed of an key authentication center ( ) KAC and many internal members, KAC like to the traditional CA or PKG , members of alliance-domain are both provider and user of the resources, internal members of each domain need cross-domain access resource in the case of collaborative computing. Each KAC select one of automorphism cyclic groups to design its key parameters, KAC distribute and manage the key of the members within the domain. For the authentication and access resource among domains, the KAC need announce the public key of its domain. In order to trace entity conveniently, members need to register in the domain when they enrolled in a domain.
IV. INTER-DOMAIN SIGNCRYPTION SCHEMES
A. Initiation of The System
Choose R big primes that mutual prime each other
, Choose a big prime P , compute a hypersingular elliptic curve / ( ) E GF P that satisfies WDH security hypothesis, G is a sub-group of / ( ) E GF P with high prime order q
R sub-groups of G that are isomorphism to each other according to the Theorem 2, let the set of sub groups − { } 
V. CROSS-DOMAIN ALLIANCE AUTHENTICATION AND KEY CONSULTATION PROTOCOL
To ensure the security, members from different domains need to be authenticated when they access resources each other. There is a KAC in every domain.
To speed up the resource access, and to avoid the bottleneck problem during the authentication, this paper purposed a inter-domain alliance authentication protocol, which enables direct authentication between members and does not need the ticket transfer through the authentication center. Let key between two domains is dynamic, it is determined by the register key and public key of prover). When U want to access resource from V , the process of cross-domain authentication is described as follows:
The expression (1): prover U send the public key 
VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
A. Correctness Analysis
Cross-domain alliance authentication protocol is established based on inter-domain signature. In order to ensure the safe authentication when the domains access resources each other, the correctness of the signature must be ensured for first time:(1) KAC that is not in the alliance-d domain cannot be valid inter-domain signature, (2) members that are not in the domains cannot be valid inter-domain signature, (3) ensure the uniqueness of the internal member in a domain. a) The security of cross-domain alliance authentication protocol has two aspects: one is the security of the interdomain signature, the other is the security of the authentication protocol. The security of the signature method purposed in this article relies on the elliptic curve discrete logarithmic problem. a) unforgeability: any member or KAC that is out of the alliance-domain can not fake the KAC that is in the alliance-domain, and any member within a domain can not fake other members to achieve cross-domain access resource. 2) U sends the signature σ to V , and V can determine U is a specific member that not be faked by others through verification, but does not know the identity of the member. c) Traceability: It is not an ideal method to design cross-domain authentication alliance protocol based on the trust, and it is impractical to let members to trust the KAC that is from different domains, and it is must to provide reliable certification to prove irregularities of a certain entity when the disputes are occurred. This protocol is traceable for that the verifier V verify the 3) Against replay attack: The session key used during the communication between two domains is in one-time key, and thus it can defense replay attack.
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C. consumption analysis
The consumption of computation and communication is from signature verification and key consultation. The computation consumptions are shown in Table 1 . This protocol needs 2 bilinear pairing, 4 multiplications, 1 hash and 1 addition for the process of the signature verification and it needs 2 multiplications for the process of the session key consultation. The consumption of communication is mainly from the information exchange between the two sides of the protocol, this article only analysis the member of times of the information exchange between two sides. The communication can also be divided into two processes, one is signature verification and the other is key consultation, the signature verification needs 3 information transfers, and the key consultation needs 2 information transfers.
Analysis shows that this protocol is correct and can defense attack effectively and is not to need to know the identity of each other, which can achieve the effective authentication and good anonymous. The entity can be tracked when there have dispute occurs. It has a good security.
VII. CONCLUSION
Multi-domain alliance-authentication is required for security in multi-domain network environment. The scheme of cross-domain alliance-authentication purposed in this article can ensure the security while share the resource among multiple domains. The anonymity can protect the privacy of each entity, and each entity can access cross-domain resources needless the intervention of the key authentication center, which provide good flexibility. It can avoid the bottleneck problem and the complexity of the transfer tickets of the traditional pattern based on PKI. It is safe and practical.
